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ABSTRACT
Although software developers are usually reluctant to use static
analysis to detect issues in their source code, our automatic justin-time static analysis assistant was integrated into an Integrated
Development Environment, and was evaluated positively by its users.
We conducted interviews to understand the impact of the tool on
experienced developers, and how it performs in comparison with
other static analyzers.
We learned that the availability of our tool as a default IDE feature
and its automatic execution are the main reasons for its adoption.
Moreover, the fact that immediate feedback is provided directly in
the related development context is essential to keeping developers
satisfied, although in certain cases feedback delivered later was
deemed more useful. We also discovered that static analyzers can
play an educational role, especially in combination with domainspecific rules.
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INTRODUCTION

The assessment of internal software quality attributes mostly relies
on the human perception of source code [15]. Manual code review is
usually the main approach adopted to ensure software quality, but it
is both error-prone and time-consuming [10]. Various static analysis
tools exist to automatically find software bugs (e.g., security code
smells [17]), however, according to recent research, programmers
do not fully benefit from such tools [5, 23].
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We realized that most static analysis tools targeted by recent
research are not available in commonly-used development environments, and have to be manually installed and executed. However,
many developers are too busy to run a static analyzer on a regular
basis [2], so having static analysis integrated into the development
workflow can ensure a more systematic use. For example a continuous integration (CI) job can validate code before integration [5]. At
the same time, this introduces several other issues such as efforts for
setting up a CI server, as well as consensus at a management level,
etc. [28].
We developed the hypothesis that just-in-time (JIT) feedback was
an essential ingredient missing from static analysis tools, necessary
for them to gain acceptance by developers. We decided to explore
this hypothesis by enriching an existing development environment
with JIT feedback for a static analysis tool. We integrated this as a
default feature in the base distribution of the Pharo1 development
environment to immediately provide feedback about the code that a
software developer is working on. We realized that our JIT analyzer
is perceived as being useful by a large number of users [30], and,
as confirmed by recent research [12, 16], such a tool considerably
improves the performance of developers.
The goal of our study is to investigate the adoption of JIT feedback. To understand how developers use our tool in particular, and
to identify the pros and cons of such tools in general, we interviewed
14 Pharo developers IDE who had an average of twelve years of
experience in several programming languages, and who were also
familiar with static analysis tools in Pharo. The interviewees identified the default availability of the static analysis in their IDEs and
its automatic execution as being very important for adoption of the
tool. They found the JIT feedback to be a key feature that alerts
them immediately within the relevant development context where an
issue arises, and eases the identification of false positives. Moreover,
novice Pharo developers benefited from our tool by learning about
relevant programming patterns and idioms. Nevertheless, we identified certain cases where immediate feedback was not considered to
be useful e.g., when developers were warned about unused variables
in code that was still under development. We also received conflicting feedback about our user interface design. We therefore conclude
that offering customization both for the time frame to report selected
analysis results as well as for certain user interface features may
well enhance the user experience.
This study provides important insights for communities interested in integrating automatic static analysis into their workflows. In
summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
(1) a user experience report on a JIT static analysis tool that is
integrated into an ecosystem with a previous long-lived static
analysis support;
1 http://pharo.org
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(2) a number of lessons learned about designing a JIT static
analyzer based on our findings.
In Section 2 we provide an overview of the current state of the art
in the assessment of static analysis tools. Section 3 briefly describes
the tool that we are evaluating. In Section 4 we describe the interview
setup, and we provide the obtained results and discuss findings in
Section 5. We discuss threats to validity in Section 6. Section 7
concludes our paper.

2

Figure 1: Code area of Pharo’s code editor with QualityAssistant in the
lower part.

RELATED WORK

Johnson et al. interviewed software developers to understand why
they do or do not use static analysis tools [23]. They quantitatively measured their attitudes towards the following five groups of
static analysis features: (1) Tool Output, (2) Supporting Teamwork,
(3) User Input and Customizability, (4) Result Understandability,
and (5) Developer Workflows. For each group, negative feedback
exceeded positive feedback. They found that the most impactful
reasons for not using static analysis tools are the high number and
poor organization of false positives, weak support for teamwork
and customizability, and poor understandability of the tool output.
The participants of this study also expressed a need to be informed
about issues in their code as soon as they appear. While this study
summarizes the shortcomings of various static analysis tools, we
identify both positive and negative features, especially based on a
static analysis tool that has been successfully adopted by software
developers. We confirmed that users require better customizability,
and suffer from poor understandability of static analysis reports. In
contrast, we discovered that JIT feedback positively coexists with
development workflows and helps developers to comprehend the
tool output more quickly.
In a later study Christakis and Bird [9] surveyed Microsoft developers to identify the desiderata of static program analyzers. They
discovered that a high number of unwanted reports, bad descriptions,
and slow execution are the main negative aspects of static analyzers.
The authors also learned that developers are mostly interested in
static analyzers that capture security issues and violations of best
practices. While Christakis and Bird focused on diverse teams of
the same company that define their own static analysis practices we
focused on diverse individuals that use an IDE with an intrusive
static analyzer. Additionally, some of our interviewees are maintainers of open source projects, where code quality assurance and
knowledge distribution may be harder to achieve in comparison with
products developed by a single team. The authors identified that
many developers do not use static analyzers because they do not
meet their team’s policy. On the other hand we investigate how an
IDE can promote static analysis among its users.
Beller et al. conducted a large-scale evaluation of static analysis
usage in open source projects [5]. Their findings confirm the discoveries of the previous related work. The authors determined that static
analysis tools are commonly employed in open-source projects, but
only few projects actually integrate such tools into their workflows.
Beller et al. suggest that static analysis is fully beneficial only if
it is integrated into the development workflow, and they suggest to
perform integration at least at the level of a CI server. We realized
that our interviewees appreciate the integration and JIT feedback of

the static analysis. Thus we see IDEs as promising tools for static
analysis distribution.
Ayewah et al. analyzed the usage of FindBugs at Google [2]. They
discovered that while the tool can detect important issues, developers
rarely use it mostly because they are overwhelmed by development
tasks. The authors discovered that only few developers use static
analysis in an automated setup and usually there are no policies in
place for using static analysis in development teams.
Do et al. introduced a JIT static taint analysis as an Eclipse plugin [12]. The tool was evaluated against an equivalent tool that works
in batch mode both by performance tests and by a user study. Cheetah proved to work much faster than the batch-mode tool, and the
developers using it were able to cope with their tasks twice as fast.
Ganea et al. introduced a JIT static analyzer that detects code smells
and assists in their refactoring. The tool operates as an Eclipse plugin
and thus was evaluated against the capabilities of a default Eclipse
distribution. The study has shown that developers who used the JIT
static analysis managed to complete twice as many refactoring tasks
in the same amount of time, and create code of better quality. Our
interviewees also mentioned that JIT feedback increases their performance to react to static analysis results. There exist proprietary IDEs
and their extensions such as IntelliJ IDEA, ReSharper, Xcode that
provide JIT static analysis feedback with refactoring suggestions
and can benefit from our findings about the importance of custom
static analysis rules and their adaptability.
Based on interviews with professional software developers [31]
Yamashita and Moonen discovered that many of them do not know
about code smells [14] or anti-patterns [7]. Those who do however,
care about having their code free from the bad practices. The authors identified that developers use technical blogs, programmer
forums, colleagues, and industry seminars as their main sources of
information. We discovered that our interviewees learned about best
development practices directly from the JIT static analysis feedback.

3

QUALITYASSISTANT

We built QualityAssistant for Pharo [13], which supports a dynamically typed object-oriented language (Smalltalk) through a dedicated
IDE. It has an active user community that rapidly adopts new releases of the product. This helped us to easily distribute and ensure
the use of QualityAssistant. Pharo has a rich history of static analysis
support, and included CriticBrowser — an on-demand static analyzer — as a part of the IDE. CriticBrowser used 135 SmallLint [25]
quality rules spanning twelve categories such as potential bugs, optimization, code style, etc. In general CriticBrowser and SmallLint
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are comparable to FindBugs [1], CheckStyle2 or PMD3 — the tools
often used in related research. Usage of CriticBrowser is also similar
to those tools as half of the developers run it on monthly basis or
rarer. Based on the described similarities we believe that our discoveries can be generalized to other tools and programming languages
as well. To introduce as few differences as possible, QualityAssistant
operates with the same set of SmallLint rules used by CriticBrowser.
Currently QualityAssistant is completely integrated as a code editor feature of Pharo. The code editor is based on the Smalltalk system
browser design and so displays code about only one class or method
at a time [18]. Figure 1 displays the code area section of Pharo’s code
editor. At the bottom of the code editor, QualityAssistant displays a
small list of critiques (i.e., static analysis reports) that are present in
the active entity such as package, class, method, etc. Each list entry
refers to one issue detected by a quality rule. Clicking on an entry
highlights the relevant part in code. A list entry starts with an icon
that symbolizes the severity of the issue based on the corresponding
property of the SmallLint rule. The severity icon is followed by a
short description of an issue that may be prefixed by a tiny text hint
surrounded by square brackets. For example the critique of isMenu:
in the last line in Figure 1 hints at which method is not implemented.
The short description is followed by actions that can be defined by
the quality rules themselves. Three common actions for all the rules
are: view rationale, ban critique, and apply auto fix. When viewing
the rationale of a rule a developer is presented with a longer and
more detailed description of the quality violation. By banning a
critique a developer can prevent critiques resulting from the same
rule from appearing again within the scope of the method where a
critique is banned, its class or its package. About 15% of the rules
provide a possibility to automatically resolve the issue. The auto
fix can be any code transformation implementable as a composite
refactory change [26]. Before an auto fix is applied, the developer is
presented with the proposed changes. Finally, on the right hand side
of each critique entry the “thumbs up” or “thumbs down” buttons
allow users to provide feedback with an optional comment about the
usefulness of a critique.
JIT static analysis is more complicated to implement than the ondemand batch-processing analogues. The strategies that we followed
to solve three major implementation issues are as follows:
Scoping. JIT feedback has to be related only to the current
context a developer is working on, thus one has to decide
on which scope to perform the analysis. In the Pharo code
editor a developer can browse only a single class or method
definition at a time and we used the currently browsed entity
as the scope of our static analysis. This makes it easy for
developers to analyze and consider static analysis results, but
it allows only local analyses (for example, a clone between
two entities cannot be found in our analysis).
Responsiveness. Static analysis takes time to compute. Although reducing the scope significantly reduces the duration
of computation, this often is not enough to provide a live experience. Asynchronous computation with update callbacks
for detected violations may improve the responsiveness of the
system. In Pharo each class and method is recompiled upon
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modification, thus the complete system is always compiled.
As a result we could always query the bytecode of any method
in case a rule requires that data. Large systems that require
rich analysis may need to use more complicated approaches
such as incremental validation [21].
Feedback Loop. After the integration of QualityAssistant
into Pharo, developers started to encounter bugs in the static
analysis rules that were present in the system for several years.
Previously, the developers simply ignored the bugs by rarely
using the on-demand static analyzer. In contrast, we were
asked to assist in bug fixing quality rules a few weeks after
the AnonymizedTool integration.
Previous research has also described approaches that one can
follow to design a JIT static analyzer [12, 16].

4

INTERVIEW SETUP

Our main goal was to identify how our JIT static analysis influences
the productivity of software developers. We followed a sequential
exploratory research design [11] and started with a quantitative survey on the usefulness of various features of QualityAssistant. Details
about the survey has been published in an earlier paper [30]. The
survey was motivated by the enthusiasm of the first QualityAssistant
adopters who contacted us by email to express gratitude, suggest
improvements, and report bugs. We invited Smalltalk developers to
participate by posting a call on relevant mailing lists and Twitter. In
the main question of the survey we asked developers to evaluate the
usefulness of the JIT static analysis through a 7-point Likert scale:
very useful, useful, sometimes useful, not influential, sometimes disturbing, disturbing, or very disturbing. A total of 29 developers
responded. The responses are presented in Figure 2. More than 90%
of developers find QualityAssistant to be useful to some extent, and
almost half of all survey participants find the JIT feedback to be
very useful. To investigate the reason for such high acceptance of
QualityAssistant and to identify advantages and shortcomings of JIT
static analysis we designed an interview with open-ended questions
that are designed to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 — what are the positive and negative features of QualityAssistant? We wanted to learn to what extent each feature
can accommodate developers needs.
RQ2 — what are the good and bad quality rules? QualityAssistant motivated adding a few domain-specific rules,
and removing some rules in the original quality rule base
of Pharo. We wanted to see which rules developers like and
dislike to understand if we are moving in the right direction.
RQ3 — what is the impact of a static analysis tool like QualityAssistant on its users? We conjectured that constantly reacting to the analysis reports will improve developers’ coding
skills over time.
We wanted to interview developers who are experienced, work in
various organizations, and actively use Pharo and so are familiar with
QualityAssistant. We therefore conducted most of the interviews
with participants of the Pharo Days conference4 which attracts experienced Pharo users. We recorded 14 interviews of an average
duration of 14 minutes.

2 http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net
3 https://pmd.github.io

4 https://medium.com/concerning-pharo/pharo-days-2016-c52fe4d7caf
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Figure 2: Perceived usefulness of QualityAssistant according to surveyed developers.

We performed semi-structured interviews with these software
developers based on the template questions presented in Table 1. We
used a couple of test interviews to fine tune the template, however
during the interviews we dynamically added or removed some questions to obtain the most information possible. The first two groups
of questions solicit the interviewees background by assessing their
programming experience and knowledge of code quality concepts.
The remaining three groups of questions are designed to evaluate
the usefulness of QualityAssistant, the static analysis rules, and
the overall impact of the JIT feedback on the interviewees’ daily
development tasks.
Table 1: Questions for structuring the interviews.

Experience

Quality
QualityAssistant
Rules
Impact

5

What is your name and occupation? How much
of programming experience do you have in
Pharo and other languages?
What is good code? What are code smells?
Which smell-detection tools did you use?
How do you use QualityAssistant? What is helpful? What is distracting?
Which critiques are helpful and which are not?
Did the way you program changed because of
QualityAssistant? Did you learn something because of QualityAssistant?

INTERVIEW RESULTS

A single person manually transcribed and coded the interview recordings, following Gordon’s guidelines by assigning codes to the transcribed information [19].5 The interviews were relatively short and
the groups of interview questions served well as initial coding categories. Later we added a couple of more categories such as “improvement suggestions” that emerged during the initial analysis. Then
we reviewed the data related to each code and summarized each
as a finding. The codes serve further in the paper as categories for
bar-charts. In the following, we discuss the lessons learned from the
interview responses and summarize them into a few categories.

5.1

Developers’ Background

We asked the interviewees to estimate their programming experience.
Many of the interview participants claimed to have been “programming since high school” but we considered only their post-university
experience. A high proportion of participants (i.e., five out of fourteen) have more than twenty years of programming experience, and
three participants have more than ten years of experience. Only two
interviewees have programmed for less than five years. We believe
5 The study data are available online: http://scg.unibe.ch/research/QualityAssistant-study

that the high number of experienced developers is beneficial for the
interview, as they should provide more reliable feedback.
Only two participants have used Pharo for less than three years
and three interviewees were experts who used Pharo for more than
six years. The remaining nine are fairly experienced developers who
have developed in Pharo from three to six years.
Java is the most popular language with eleven interview participants being experienced in it. Python and C++ share the second
place, each being used by four interviewees, and each of the C,
Javascript and Lisp programming languages were used by three
developers.
To identify to which extent the developers are familiar with the
concept of code quality and best development practices we asked
the interviewees what is good code in their opinion. Figure 3 summarizes the most common aspects of good code according to the
answers. The criteria are not mutually exclusive because we wanted
to record the exact opinions. Over two thirds of the interview participants stated that good code is easy to read and easy to understand.
More precisely, three developers identified that good code uses good
names and abstractions and two of them said that it is modular.
According to three interviewees, another important feature of good
code is the absence of any additional complexity besides that which
is essential. Availability of good documentation is another prerequisite of good code according to three developers. The interviewees
also mentioned properties such as: extensible, concise, well-tested,
continuously integrated, maintainable, and clean. According to two
participants, the definition of good code is context-dependent. For
example efficient bit-shifting operations may be hard to understand
by reading the code itself, but could be well-documented.
Understandable
Readable
Respects paradigm
Good names
No extra complexity
Documented
Modular
2

3

4

7

10
71%

Figure 3: Top aspects of good code according to the interviewees.

We conclude that the interviewees are quite familiar with the
notion of code quality as their responses highly correlate with the
maintainability aspect of the ISO software quality standard [22].
They knew about code smells, and except for one person who had
only used QualityAssistant, others had also experienced other static
analysis tools to detect code quality issues. Such a high percentage of
developers knowing about code smells is uncommon when compared
to related research [31], and may result from the high number of
experienced engineers who participated in our interview. About
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JIT feedback
Keeps you alert
CI companion
Motivating
Guides reviews
2

5

8

Figure 4: Top positive feedback aspects of QualityAssistant.

half of the interviewees used CriticBrowser [30], the static analysis
tool available for the last decade in many Smalltalk environments
including Pharo. There was no other particular tool that was used
by a significant number of participants, but they mentioned using
Java tools like Checkstyle and PMD, lint tools like PyLint and
JSLint, IDEs with quality reports like IntelliJ, PHPStorm, Eclipse,
CodeBlocks and the SonarCube at an integration server.

5.2

QualityAssistant Feedback

This subsection discusses the responses of the interviewees and
highlights important lessons related to RQ1 which is about the positive and negative features of QualityAssistant. All but one of the
interview participants provided some kind of positive feedback summarized in Figure 4.
According to four developers, an integrated tool that runs automatically without a special setup was crucial for their static analysis
adoption.
Lesson 1. Integration and out-of-the-box functionality of static
analysis significantly improves its adoption.
***

Previous research identified that the lack of developer discipline and weak organization rules result in underuse of static
analyzers [2, 9]. Integration of a JIT static analysis into the
main development tool can promote its systematic use.
Three interviewees identified that QualityAssistant operates on
a limited scope, which speeds up the static analysis execution and
shortens the time between changes made to code and detection of
an issue. For example, a developer mentioned that running static
analysis on the complete project he is working on takes about ten
minutes, while QualityAssistant can provide an immediate feedback
about the code he is currently working on. The interview participants
found a scoped feedback easier to process, as it is limited to a small
part of the code that they are currently focusing on, and consequently
the number of critiques decreases proportionally to the scope.
Lesson 2. The scoped nature of a JIT static analysis comes
with execution speedups and smaller reports that a developer
can comprehend more quickly.
***

Previous research has identified that static analysis during
code integration yields reports that are easier to comprehend
because developers recently worked on the validated code [8].
We build on this finding and show how easy it is to process the
JIT analysis feedback.
About a quarter of the developers noted that QualityAssistant
can be used as a sidekick of a CI server. They said that sometimes
you need to wait a significant amount of time while a CI server is
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validating the project, just to find out that you have made a mistake.
Then you have to fix that mistake and start the integration process
from the beginning. On the other hand QualityAssistant can point
out the same mistake just when it is introduced. Thus JIT static
analysis acts as a personal assistant that quickly highlights suspicious
parts in code, while the CI server ensures certain standards for
all contributions. We realized that this synergy is not limited to
analyzers that operate during continuous integration, but also extends
to other batch analysis tools. For example, one developer stated that
he rarely uses a standalone tool that summarizes all the issues of
interest for a whole project (or its part) to understand the overall
state of the software, but he enjoys checking QualityAssistant reports
during programming sessions.
Lesson 3. Any type of static analysis tool could be useful, but
JIT feedback occupies an independent niche. It acts as a quick
development guidance, while a CI server ensures global rule
adherence.
***

Previous research treats a static analyzer as a single independent tool that is either used directly by developers [23], or is
launched by an integration server [27]. In contrast, our interviewees found that besides the available validation infrastructure
on a CI server, immediate feedback has its own features that
not only are useful, but also complement the analysis done on
the CI server.
More than one third of the participants noticed that QualityAssistant keeps them alert and has saved them a few times when they
made a mistake, which is hard to spot immediately, but may cause
unexpected behavior in the future. For example, bugs can occur
when the result of a boolean expression is compared with a variable
instead of being assigned to it. These developers said that while
traditional debugging could take them some time to find the error,
QualityAssistant pointed out the issue immediately. One developer
mentioned that QualityAssistant saved him time when refactoring
a core graphics framework, since an error could break the UI including the debugger, thus disabling safe recovery. According to
two developers, QualityAssistant makes them think more about the
code and in this way motivates them to make their code better. This
applies to the warnings about missing documentation, use of lowlevel and reflective APIs and use of side effects. Two developers
mentioned that sometimes critiques produced by QualityAssistant
are annoying because their impact is not immediately perceivable,
yet they adapted suggestions to deliver a higher-quality code. The
senior developers who are part of the Pharo patch review process
said that QualityAssistant guides code reviews by highlighting questionable pieces of code while allowing developers to focus on the
actual functionality changes brought by the patch. Moreover, during
code inspection developers can instantly react to certain critiques as
they are already focused on the related piece of code.
Lesson 4. JIT feedback motivates developers to write better
code and keeps them alert about the possible mistakes or highlights suspicious parts of code during a review.
***

Similar to previous research [3, 4], the interviewees confirmed that QualityAssistant draws their attention to suspicious
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code during common development tasks, and they can focus
more on other important concerns during code review.
A few common points were raised regarding the negative feedback. These issues are presented in Figure 5. According to the interviewees false positives were one of the most important problems
concerning four developers. The interview participants acknowledged that false positives are common in static analysis, but they are
much more distracting in a standalone setup or CI server, where they
may need to review hundreds of reports many of which are false
positives. However in a JIT feedback setup they had to focus only
on a few reports related to their current context, which significantly
eases identification of false positives.
Lesson 5. JIT static analysis also suffers from false positive
detections. However, the small scope and related context of the
reports make it easier for developers to deal with them.
***

While employing advanced analysis techniques could decrease the number of false positives, the usual practice is to
manually inspect the code to find false positives. Our tool eases
inspection by its JIT capabilities. This finding complements
that of lesson 2.
Falsepositives
positives
False
Unclear
explanation
Unclear
Explanation
UserExperience
experience
User
Annoyingrules
rules
Insignificant
3

4
29%

Figure 5: Top negative feedback topics.

Four interviewees complained about annoying rules. Some of the
critiques are treated as annoying because they cannot be addressed
easily. For example, if a developer has to perform a complicated
refactoring to reduce the depth of a hierarchy, the critique will be
most likely ignored. For certain rules some developers simply do
not agree with the rationale. For example, developers did not see the
significance of the rule that checked wether each class is documented.
We focus on the details of good and bad rules in the following
subsection 5.3.
We noticed that the attitude towards false positives and annoying
rules greatly depends on the experience of interviewees and their
attitudes. According to the three participants represented by experienced developers who manage teams or review contributions, it
is worth spending extra time and paying attention to static analysis
reports. Senior developers stated that it is ok if you see a critique that
you cannot act upon because it still motivates you to rethink the current implementation. On the other hand, other three participants who
have fewer years of programming experience tend to claim that their
code is well written and they do not care about some rules especially
if they are the single developer on the project. For instance, one acknowledged agreeing that excessive usage of meta-programming is
not recommended, but that he has to use it due to certain application
requirements, and gets annoyed by critiques that warn against it.

Lesson 6. Experienced developers tend to react well to static
analysis feedback more than less-experienced developers who
may be too self-confident to accept criticism.
Unclear explanation of critiques is the most severe problem for
four developers. The problem itself has two parts: the explanation
of the critique and localization of the issue in the code. The former
arises when the rationale behind a quality rule is not clear and
developers cannot understand why their code is bad. The latter
issue occurs when the critique does not provide enough information
to understand what exactly triggered the rule and how to fix it.
For example an interviewee mentioned a rule designed to detect
deprecated method invocations. However, critiques produced by that
rule reported a complete method that was invoking a deprecated
method rather than identifying the specific invocation.
Lesson 7. Critiques may fail either to explain why a detection
is a violation, or to specify which piece of code violates the
rule. A feedback loop from static analysis users to developers
of rules is very helpful in such cases.
***

The negative impact of unclear critique explanations is
previously discussed in the literature [6]. We use a feedback
loop, similarly to that of Tricorder [27], that allows users to
quickly notify us about such critiques. Within six months of
the integration of QualityAssistant we fixed around 20 rules.
Finally, almost one third of developers complained about user
experience. The interviewees did not like the implementation used
for banning critiques. It reuses the strategy of SmallLint where the
source code is modified with certain annotations. The developers did
not like the changes introduced into their source code just because
they do not want to see a critique again. However, this issue is an
artifact of the SmallLint engine and thus we do not discuss it further
in this paper.
QualityAssistant’s user interface was not efficient for four interviewees. One of them did not like that it takes up some space from
the code editor and asked if it would be possible to simply highlight
criticized code chunks. In contrast, another developer did not like the
fact that only up to three quality critiques are visible at a time. He
stated that the initially presented critiques may not be as important
as the following ones which are hidden at the bottom in the list.
In subsection 5.5 we provide a scenario where the current design
supports quick comprehension of critiques.

5.3

Rule Usefulness

Despite the high ratio of positive feedback, most of the interview
participants struggled to identify the rules that are useful for them.
One third of them agreed that good rules are related to a specific
context, such as a certain project. One developer went into detail and
told us that the rules of Glamorous Toolkit6 were extremely useful
for him. Glamorous Toolkit is a project developed externally but
integrated and shipped with Pharo. It has its own domain-specific
language (DSL) for scripting user interfaces. It also provides SmallLint rules that check the DSL and suggest transformations to enable
lazy initialization and so improve the UI performance. By providing
6 http://gtoolkit.org
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its own rules the project educates unfamiliar developers about the
best way to use the UI framework.
Consider the example code snippet in Listing 1. Two lines were
intended to represent two statements, but the period character that
serves as the statement delimiter in Smalltalk is omitted from the end
of the first line. This results in a single statement where the result
of an expression is assigned to the aLink variable. Furthermore the
expression consists of a message7 chain asLink self isEmpty
ifTrue: sent to the aLinkOrObject variable. The exception will
be raised when the result of aLinkOrObject asLink receives the
self message, as that method is not implemented. However, there
is a rule that checks for messages with the self selector and warns
that they look suspicious.
aLink := aLinkOrObject asLink
self isEmpty ifTrue : [ lastLink := aLink ].

1
2

Listing 1: Missing statement separation

A summary of the most common rules identified as “bad” is
shown in Figure 6. We identified three groups of such rules and
each of them was mentioned by about a quarter of the interview
participants. The first category consists of rules that are based on
metrics such as classes with too many methods, methods with too
many lines of code, etc. Developers reported that most of these issues
require significant effort to resolve and usually do not make sense
in the setup of QualityAssistant, where you want to have issues that
just appear and can be quickly resolved.

Metrics-based
Not really JIT
Known idioms
3

4
29%

Figure 6: Negative aspects of rules according to the interviewees

The second category contains useful rules that are not really justin-time friendly. In fact, these rules (e.g., check for unused variables,
uncommented classes or debugging code present in the project)
are valid but not in the JIT way of displaying issues. For example,
ideally your code should not contain debugging statements, but two
participants stated that the report was disturbing during a debugging
session. On the other hand, three developers liked such reports and
treated them as a todo list: you have created a variable, now you
have a task to use it. Therefore, we decided to add the possibility of
flagging a report as a todo in the next release.

7 The

term “message” originates from Smalltalk, where one “sends a message” to an
object, which then looks up a “method” for responding to it.

1
2
3
4
5
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ToolDockingBarMorph new
hResizing : # shrinkWrap ;
vResizing : # spaceFill ;
adoptMenuModel : aModel ;
yourself

Listing 2: Smalltalk cascade example

Lesson 8. Immediate feedback is just-in-time for most of the
critiques, yet certain critiques are distracting when they are
instantly reported.
***

We suggest not to search for the perfect time to report static
analysis results, but rather to try to identify in which contexts
do certain rules excel, or how a developer can choose in which
context she wants to see certain critiques. We hypothesize
that the critiques that some developers do not like in the JIT
feedback can still be useful to them in other contexts like
pre-commit validation.
The third group refers to known Pharo idioms. A rule found to
be especially irritating by developers detected “cascading messages”
that did not end with the yourself message. Cascades are a concept specific to Smalltalk, as illustrated in Listing 2. On the first line
an instance of ToolDockingBarMorph is created. The remaining
lines separated by semicolons contain message sends to the same
object (a newly created instance). This construct is very useful for
initializing newly created objects with desired values, thus avoiding the need to retype the variable each time in front of a message.
However, the result of the whole expression is equal to the value
returned by the last method evaluated by the cascade (in our case
yourself). This means that if adoptMenuModel: would be the last
message, its return value (the adopted model) will be also returned
by the whole expression, while the desired result is the instance of
ToolDockingBarMorph. To avoid this kind of problem, one of the
rules recommends to always end cascades with the yourself message. This message simply returns the receiver i.e., the the instance
of ToolDockingBarMorph in our example. While this rule offers
a useful warning for novices who are not aware of the pitfalls of
Smalltalk cascades, it can be absolutely annoying for experienced
developers who want to use a different last message on purpose. On
the other hand, one interviewee stated that when he rewrites his code
to avoid the critique, the code becomes more understandable.
Another idiomatic rule mentioned by the interviewees detects
use of the reflective API, such as checking the type of an object.
Similarly to the previous rule this one may explain that there are
other more appropriate ways to solve general problems without the
support of reflective API, but if the developer knows what he or
she is doing, then the rule is simply distracting. We cannot draw a
definite conclusion on this rule as one of the core Pharo developers
told us that this rule is useful because it draws attention to suspicious
code during a review.
Regarding RQ2 which asks about the good and bad quality rules,
we can say that the developers like domain-specific rules, especially
if they come from other projects. Developers especially dislike rules
producing a high number of false positive or annoying critiques. In
more detail, three developers did not like the critiques that cannot
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be easily acted upon, but we believe that they can still benefit from
those critiques if they are reported in a different context. We realised
that the developers also require a possibility to disable certain rules
for a specific domain or a project. The developers also identified
metric-based critiques that require a significant refactoring effort as
a special group of critiques that do not work well in the JIT setup.
Finally, three experienced developers did not like the critiques about
common programming idioms.

5.4

Impact on individuals

Half of the interview participants believe that their programming
habits changed because of QualityAssistant, which is an important
finding for RQ3. Some developers simply became motivated by
QualityAssistant and started to follow the suggested best programming practices, like writing class comments. For those carrying out
code reviews, it detects simple issues, and in the second pass the
developers can focus on what the tool missed. In general, many
developers mentioned that their habits changed to quickly react to
issues as soon as they are reported.
Furthermore, we observed that JIT static analysis also possesses
a teaching capability which is useful for developers at any level.
Novice developers learned about optimization techniques and some
Pharo-specific idioms. For instance, one instructor stated that many
of his students write code to evaluate the equality of a boolean expression and true or false literals and such a tool could educate them
that this is a bad practice. ((b == true) is the same as b.) Senior
developers mostly learned about common style guidelines and approaches to make their code more portable across different Smalltalk
dialects. For example, a number of them learned that instead of using
expression1 & expression2 they can use expression1 and:
[ expression2 ] so the second expression will be evaluated lazily
in case the first one returns true. Experienced Pharo developers also
learned about API changes to Pharo and other frameworks that were
used in their project. For instance, the rules in Glamorous Toolkit
suggested some developers how to use the DSL more efficiently.
Another given example was the API change of the SUnit testing
framework that provides more informative output if one uses:
self assert : actualValue equals : expectedValue
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not impose much more distraction. I hypothesize that QualityAssistant can be distracting for novice programmers, as they are not used
to quickly skimming over a large amount of information.” Moreover,
nine of the interviewees stated that when developers are presented
only with critiques about the code that they are working on, it reduces the information pressure. Finally, static analysis tools for Java
detect on average 40 issues for every thousand lines of code [20]
while an average Java or C++ method has ten lines of code [24].
This suggests that while working on a method a developer would
encounter on average 0.4 critiques.
An open question raised by the interviews is whether the JIT
feedback is also useful for novice developers, or whether they find
it distracting. To shed more light onto this issue, we carried out a
preliminary survey of Masters students of a Software Modeling and
Analysis course to identify whether QualityAssistant was useful to
them. For most of the students this was their first encounter with
Pharo, thus we find the selected group of participants to well represent the novice developers category. To avoid bias, we did not
offer any reward for the survey participation, the participation was
voluntary, and we allowed students to stay anonymous. Seven students participated in the survey and only one student knew Pharo for
half a year before the course. Five of the students had an average
of 1.8 ± 1M ± S D years of industrial development experience. Two
of the students had previous experience with JIT static analyzers in
the IntelliJ IDEA and ReSharper. We asked students to evaluate the
usefulness of QualityAssistant on a 7-point Likert scale: very useful, useful, sometimes useful, not influential, sometimes disturbing,
disturbing, or very disturbing.
The responses are presented in Figure 7. It is worth noticing that
all the students claimed that QualityAssistant was useful for them.
In the freeform feedback they specified that QualityAssistant taught
them about the functionality that they did not know before as well
as some programming concepts of Pharo. On the negative side a
student reported the user interface to be user-unfriendly, and found
some critique explanations hard to understand.
Sometimes Useful
2

Useful
2

Very Useful
3

instead of:
Figure 7: Usefulness of QualityAssistant from students perspective.

self assert : ( actualValue = expectedValue )

Lesson 9. JIT static analysis can serve as documentation of
best practices relevant to the exact context where you need
them.
***

The classic approach is to read the documentation or the
change log. We noticed a JIT static analysis tool can provide
domain specific knowledge which perfectly serves as live documentation that relieves developers from consulting external
resources.

5.5

Usefulness for Novices

Both the initial survey and the interviews showed that most developers find QualityAssistant playing the role of an artificial pair
programmer to be more helpful than distracting. One of the interviewees stated that “We (experts) are so used to jump over things while
trying to understand code, that one or two lines of the critiques do

6

THREATS TO VALIDITY

The semi-structured interviews were performed by the developer
of QualityAssistant, which may have biased the interviewees to
report positively about the tool. In addition, the interviewees may
be more positive because they are early adopters and because the
Pharo community is generally accepting towards new tools, and
tolerant to issues that arise in research or beta tools. The interviewer
strove not to lead or influence the interviewees. Besides, we expect
the interviewees to be honest in their responses as they are not
evaluating a random tool that they can decide not to use, but an
internal feature in their IDEs that can influence the future of their
development environment. Moreover, to minimize the effects of this
threat we tried to focus more on the stories that interviewees told
about their experience with QualityAssistant rather than qualitative
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feedback where they tried to assess whether something is good or
bad. Only a single person coded the interview results. It is possible
that a second person may have identified different codes.
While Pharo is similar to other IDEs for object-oriented languages
such as Java, Python or Objective-C, there are certain differences,
particularly related to its support of live programming, that may not
be generalizable. Similarly, QualityAssistant does not have many
conceptual differences to other similar tools. However, we expect
that there may be bias on the “community level.” For example the
Smalltalk community in general expects there to be a dedicated IDE
that will assist in debugging, refactoring, etc. On the other hand,
there are communities that would rather take a basic but extensible editor like EMACS [29] and add other tools on their own. We
believe that our interviewees had significantly high programming
experience, and worked with different technologies through their
career to provide reasonable feedback. On the other hand, the high
degree of interviewees’ development experience may introduce bias
when generalizing our findings to less experienced developers.
All our participants were aware of the concept of code smells.
This differs from the population considered by other research [6, 31],
which means that our findings should not be directly compared with
others.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a user experience study of a JIT static
analysis tool integrated into an IDE based on 14 interviews with
experienced developers. Our results show that JIT feedback is highly
beneficial, as it brings up possible issues at the time when a programmer is looking at related code, and thus reduces the time needed
to understand the context of a critique. Also, the integration and
automatic execution of the static analyzer played a crucial role in its
adoption.
Our recommendation is to integrate JIT feedback directly into
the development environment, by providing analysis results that are
directly related to the software artifact currently being manipulated
by the developer. The JIT feedback should be actionable for the
developer, and should provide explanations to justify the proposed
actions. False positives should be minimized; a feedback loop allowing the developer to ban undesirable critiques and to inform the rule
designer of shortcomings can be an effective way to reduce false
positives. To maximize the value of JIT feedback, it should also be
possible to add project-specific quality rules.
We also discovered that not all developers like to be immediately
notified of all available critiques. Based on our use cases we believe
that there should be multiple reporting tools throughout the development process that can use a unified static analysis model. This way
a developer will be able to decide in which time frame she wants
to see the critiques of a certain rule. We realized that developers
at any level can learn from JIT static analysis. Novices learn basic
programming guidelines and patterns of the programming language
while more experienced developers learn about optimization tricks
and portability guidelines.
We believe that the quality rules about third party projects are
one major feature that is lacking in the QualityAssistant, and we
plan to investigate the ways to boost the rule creation by ordinary
developers in the future. Currently we have no insights into how JIT
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feedback actually impacts developer productivity or software quality.
Possible future work would include an in-depth study to assess such
impact.
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